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3 Posizioni indicati 

Buena Vista 

"Latin Rhythm"

The Buena Vista restaurant and bar in Frankfurt has been celebrated for

its flawless fusion of the modern amenities and services people expect

from an eatery. Expect a vibrant and authentic Latin ambiance and menu.

Central and South American specials like suppe and fajitas are available. If

you're looking for a lighter meal, Buena Vista has an extensive tapas

selection. As for drinks, their Mojitos are popular, but if you find them too

strong then opt for one of the many Cachaca-based cocktails. Lunch is

served daily from 11:30a until 3p.

 +49 69 9002 5835  www.buenavista-ffm.de/  info@buenavista-ffm.de  Große Eschenheimer Straße

13, Francoforte

 by jules:stonesoup   

Buenos Aires 

"Wine and Steak"

Get a taste of the Argentinean way of life at the Buenos Aires in Frankfurt.

This restaurant specializes in Argentinean cuisine from delicious and well-

cooked steaks to a fantastic wine list. All the ingredients used are

carefully sourced all the way from Argentina and the restaurant uses only

top quality products. The steaks are done to perfection and paired with

the best Argentine wine available. All the servers and wait staff are

knowledgeable about the kind of wine you should order with your superb

steak dish, so don't hesitate to ask for recommendations.

 +49 69 61 3309  www.restaurant-buenos-

aires.de/

 info@restaurant-buenos-

aires.de

 Dreieichstraße 35,

Francoforte

 by Rosalind Chang on 

Unsplash   

Joe Pena's 

"Busy Mexican Cantina"

Decorated with Latino wall paintings and lit by candles, this busy Mexican

cantina near the university is popular with a young and trendy crowd. Joe

Pena's is often very busy, but the staff always manage to keep on top of

things. The portions are generous and the prices reasonable. A highlight is

the huge selection of tequilas, but make sure you come early, as happy

hour finishes at 8p.

 +49 69 707 5156  www.joe-penas-frankfurt.com/  Robert-Mayer-Straße 18, Francoforte
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